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Free Essay: Application architecture and Process Design: Applications are designed according using a system
development life cycle, which.

Many experts define quality as the combination of fitness-for-purpose feature and fitness-for-use attribute. The
keyword here is agility. To create patterns, one needs building blocks. Architectural design delights people
and raises their spirits. Belinda Moses How do you define application architecture and process design? Change
Force In order to be competitive in the market place, we have to embrace and adopt changes quickly. This
pattern defines the application's pattern. Understanding of organization's past and present achievements and
shortcomings to assess strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and risks in relation to the competitive
environment. An easy transition and systematic architecture are essential functions to process an enterprise.
Architects explore multiple of design options and their associated trade-offs in order to measure their cost and
effectiveness before deciding the best possible solution of the business problem. Interface Segregation
Principle: Simply, since a class can implement multiple interfaces, then structure your code in a way that a
class will never be forced to implement a function that is not important to its purpose. The development of
digital tools has instrumentalised a highly objective process of designing through. Integration at very large
scale a new architectures, and advances in integrated circuit IC technology have dramatically changed the
design of these systems and created new areas of research and development. Some of them will be discussed
later in this article. Future Force In addition to current requirements, architects have to consider the relevance
of the solution for next five to ten years, so that a sound and solid architecture can be built to cater the
expected growth pattern. Redundancy refers to the case when multiple machines are sharing the workloads or
system switches to other machine seamlessly when primary machine fails. Enterprise Process-Centric: A
business process manages the interactions between multiple intra-enterprise applications, services,
sub-processes and users. In addition, I will show you why it is important for a developer to know a little bit
about software architecture and a lot of software design. Pipe-and-filter architecture: Transforms information
in a series of incremental steps or processes. Architecture Design Forces ADF In order to develop architecture
with excellent system qualities, a structured thinking process is encouraged, so that the correct decision can be
made to select the best possible option. Architecture Development Lifecycle ADLC In order to manage
architecture development effectively, fifteen processes have been defined in the lifecycle. As a discipline,
application architecture lays the foundation for agility, scalability and reliability in your application landscape.
An application is a compilation of various functionalities, all typically following the same pattern.


